The Spotlight Newsletter 2022
A round up of Search Sri Lanka’s work and learnings throughout the year

Click on the images or captions below to see more information. The pieces marked with headphones are podcasts.

Only as strong as our weakest link: Search’s work with Women Leaders in the country

Building Drivers of Peace: working with young women leaders in Sri Lanka

Strengthening Online Communities by capacitating admins and moderators.

Roundtable For Inter-Religious Engagement

We-Gital Heroes: youth in digital peacebuilding

Empowering Women Leaders To Combat Hate Speech and Disinformation

Bridging the Gap: Strengthening Subnational Governance Systems

Women Strengthening Women: Working with self-help groups

Resource Material on Women Peace and Security in local languages

A year of learning: Searchers and their capacity building experiences

Remembering Nirmani

2022: the year in a glimpse

Borrowing from our past: A chat with Head of Programmes Search for Common Ground Sri Lanka Marisa Fernando and Founder of the HerStories Project Radhika Hettiarachchi on memory and its significance in peacebuilding.
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